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Soup Slaughter
The San Francisco based organization called
WildAid has called on
the services Yao Ming,
the basketball star,
to convince people
in China to stop
eating shark fin. The
From the Deep sea...
association reports that
...to the soup bowl
each year around 100
million sharks are killed
for the largely “China
driven global trade in shark fin and other parts.” In

What A Concept
A number of California cities are exploring the idea of using
ice as a cooling agent for buildings. Using a system developed
by Ice Energy Incorporated, the idea involves having a large
plastic container attachment to commercial air conditioning
units that is filled with water, frozen overnight and then used
to cool refrigerant during the day. Because it stores energy at
night when energy is cleaner to produce and less expensive, the
ice makes energy available for other uses during the day. The
system requires about $10,000 in new hardware and the container
holds 5,000 pounds when filled with water. The fire station in
Anaheim, California has had one in place for two years which has
demonstrated a 95 per cent drop in peak energy usage and a five
per cent overall reduction in energy use. Because the ice is frozen
during the off-peak times of the night, power is cheaper so the
costs decrease.

Forests
and Climate
Change
The Canadian Forest Service launched a
program in 2004 to use trees in the climate
change battle. The program called Forest 20/20
Plantation Demonstration and Assessment uses
nature’s principles to reduce carbon dioxide
emissions. Trees remove carbon dioxide from
the atmosphere and store it as carbon. The trees
are planted in an area that was not forested
previously then a new contribution is made to
the climate change goals. That is the essence of
the program.
The largest Forest 20/20 plantation in Canada is
an 80 hectare area on the Matsqui First Nation’s
land near Mission, BC. Trees were planted in an
area formerly covered with weeds and berries.
Poplar trees were planted and, to the pleasant
surprise of the project managers, grew at a fast
rate. Equally fast was the response from nearby
beavers which ate about two hectares of the
plantation.
Even with this intervention from nature,
members of the Matsqui Band planted close to
34,000 hybrid poplar trees giving them “first in
show” status in the Forest 20/20 program.

the practice of shark finning,
the fins are cut from sharks
and the rest of the fish is thrown
into the sea. The practice is legal in
Asia but several nations have enacted
laws that sharks must be brought
to land with their fins attached.
According to the World Conservation
Union, half of all recorded shark fin
imports pass through Hong Kong on
their way to China, Japan, Singapore,
and South Korea.

Rainforest Resurgence
In 1988, only one million hectares of tropical forest was under any sort of
sustainable management system and today that figure has grown to 36
million hectares according to the International Tropical Timber Organization
(ITTO). However, the organization points out that that still represents
less than five per cent of all the tropical forests in the world. Every
year, an area of rainforest equal to one-third of the land mass of
Germany is cleared of timber.
The Organization singled out Malaysia for its longstanding
regulatory framework for managing forests in a sustainable
fashion. They point with concern to increasing levels of illegal
logging elsewhere in the world. The ITTO is also concerned
about the discrepancy between plans for sustainability
compared to what is happening on the ground. It reports that
there were plans in place for managing 96 million hectares
of tropical forests but only seven per cent of this was actually
managed in a sustainable way. In Asia and the Pacific, for
example, while there were plans in place for sustainable
management of 55 million hectares of tropical timber, less
than 15 million hectares were actively managed.

